All applications from UNSW staff & students must be submitted via the Grants Management Office (GMO). The internal deadline for submission of grant applications to the GMO is 2 weeks prior to the external deadline. This timeframe allows the GMO to ensure applications comply with UNSW policies and sponsor requirements.

New grant opportunities are also posted on the Current Funding Opportunities Page as they become available.

**NEW:** Channel 7 Children’s Research Foundation | Research Grants 2015
For research projects into conditions that may affect the health, education and welfare of children. Applications accepted from Allied Health, Education, Dentistry, Environment, Nursing, Social Sciences, Mental Health and Midwifery ...more
**External Deadline:** 23 March 2015 (EOI)

**NEW:** Society for Mental Health Research | Early Career Researcher Awards 2015
To support the development of early career researchers to make new discoveries and fill key gaps in our understanding about the development, prevention, treatment and recovery from mental health problems ...more
**External Deadline:** 31 March 2015

**NEW:** Sea World Research & Rescue Foundation | 2016 Funding Grants - Marine Vertebrates and Dolphin Conservation
Funding for grants concerning marine vertebrates including general biology, ecology, physiology and behaviour; and conservation of tropical inshore dolphins in Queensland waters consistent with the federal Department of Environment and Heritage Dolphin Conservation Plan ...more
**External Deadline:** 1 April 2015 (EOI)

**NEW:** L’Oréal Australia & New Zealand | Women in Science Fellowships
To help finance the Fellow’s scientific research, including the costs of equipment, consumables, travel and conferences. Previous Fellows have also used this support to hire a research assistant, or cover the cost of childcare ...more
**External Deadline:** 7 April 2015

**NEW:** Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade | Council of Australia-Latin America Relations Grants
For the development of long-term links and cooperation between individuals and institutions in Australia and their counterparts in Latin America ...more
**External Deadline:** 9 April 2015 (EOI)

**NEW:** NSW Office of Environment & Heritage | Environmental Education Grants
To support educational projects or programs that develops or widens the community’s knowledge of skills in, and commitment to, protecting the environment and promoting sustainable behaviour ...more
**External Deadline:** 10 April 2015 (EOI)
NEW: Pfizer Australia | Paediatric Endocrine Care Research Grant 2015
Research Grants to support and advance research in the fields of Paediatric Endocrinology Care. This program seeks to encourage young clinical researchers ...more
External Deadline: 13 April 2015

NEW: Endeavour Foundation | Endowment Challenge Fund 2015 Grants Round
For researchers and postgraduate students to undertake research into issues of key importance for the Australian disability sector ...more
External Deadline: 24 April 2015

NEW: Australian Academy of Science | France-Australia Science Innovation Collaboration Program – Early Career Fellowships 2015
A joint fund to support high calibre Australian and French early career researchers to expand research and innovation activities and to initiate sustainable research networks and linkages to support both countries’ research and innovation priorities ...more
External Deadline: 27 April 2015

NEW: Ecological Society of Australia | Nature Conservancy Applied Conservation Award
The award covers terrestrial, marine and freshwater ecology, and is open to both field and lab based work. Projects which include social or economic components welcome ...more
External Deadline: 27 April 2015

NEW: Alzheimer’s Australia Dementia Research Foundation | B B & A Miller Research Grant Project Grant 2015 ...more
- For projects addressing lifestyle approaches to preventing dementia, including research to understand, develop or trial specific lifestyle strategies that may help maintain cognitive health and delay or prevent dementia
- The Hazel Hawke Dementia Care project grants are awarded for research aimed at improving the quality of dementia care across Australia.
External Deadline: 1 May 2015

NEW: Perpetual Philanthropic Services | Ramaciotti Health Investment Grants
Enabling research support for an autonomous early career investigator who is taking, or has recently taken, a substantive position ...more
External Deadline: 29 May 2015

NEW: Science & Industry Endowment Fund | John Stocker Postdoctoral Fellowships
The project must address issues of national priority, be of strategic importance and bring benefit to Australia ...more
External Deadline: 31 July 2015

NEW: MS Research Australia | Postdoctoral & Betty Cuthbert Fellowships | Ian Ballard Travel Awards ...
- Postdoctoral Fellowships: salary support for early career researchers working in MS.
External Deadline: 26 April 2015
- Betty Cuthbert Fellowships: salary support for postdoctoral researchers working in MS research in the areas of biomedical, clinical or population health.
External Deadline: 1 April (NHMRC) / 26 April (MS Research) 2015
- Ian Ballard Travel Award: to enable recipients to undertake an international travel tour with the aim of extending and collaborating on their MS research specialty.
External Deadline: 31 July 2015

INTERNATIONAL:
*Please note, external dates from International sponsors are listed using Sponsor local time*

**NEW:** Buckminster Fuller Institute (US) | Buckminster Fuller Challenge 2015
For scientists, students, designers, architects, activists, entrepreneurs, artists and planners from all over the world to submit their innovative solutions to some of humanity's most pressing problems ... [more]

External Deadline: 31 March 2015

**NEW:** American Australian Association (US) | Australia to US Fellowships 2015
Individual Fellowships for advanced study in the United States, building on existing social and economic partnerships and fostering intellectual exchange between the United States and Australia ... [more]

External Deadline: 15 April 2015

**NEW:** Google Research Program (US) | Faculty Research Awards 2015
Supporting research in Computer Science, Engineering, and related fields ... [more]

External Deadline: 15 April 2015

**NEW:** Menzies Centre for Australian Studies (UK) | Australian Bicentennial Scholarships and Fellowships - King's College London
To ‘promote scholarship, intellectual links, and mutual awareness and understanding between the United Kingdom and Australia ... [more]

External Deadline: 27 April 2015

**NEW:** Gates Foundation & Partners (US) | Grand Challenges Explorations
Proposals are being accepted on the following topics ... [more]

- Addressing Newborn and Infant Gut Health Through Bacteriophage-Mediated Microbiome Engineering
- Explore New Ways to Measure Delivery and Use of Digital Financial Services Data
- Surveillance Tools, Diagnostics and an Artificial Diet to Support New Approaches to Vector Control
- New Approaches for Addressing Outdoor/Residual Malaria Transmission
- Reducing Pneumonia Fatalities Through Innovations that Improve Pneumonia Diagnosis & Referral of Malnourished Children
- Enable Merchant Acceptance of Mobile Money Payments

External Deadline: 13 May 2015

**Closing Soon:**
- Motor Accidents Authority NSW - Small Grants Program ... [more]
  External Deadline: 9 March 2015
- EU-Joint Programme-Neurodegenerative Disease JPco-fuND ... [more]
  External Deadline: 10 March 2015
- James S. McDonnell Foundation | Scholars Award in Complex Systems 2015 ... [more]
  External Deadline: 11 March 2015
- Perpetual | Ramaciotti BioMedical Awards 2015 ... [more]
  External Deadline: 13 March 2015
- Australasian Systematic Botany Society | Hansjorg Eichler Scientific Research Fund ... [more]
  External Deadline: 14 March 2015
- The Australian Army Research Scheme ... [more]
• **Australian European University Institute | Postdoctoral Fellowships / Visiting Scholars 2015** ...[more](#)
  External Deadline: 15 March 2015

• **Multiple Myeloma Research Foundation (US) | Senior Research Awards** ...[more](#)
  External Deadline: 17 March 2015

• **Dept. Trade & Investment | Conference Sponsorship Program** ...[more](#)
  External Deadline: 20 March 2015

**Related Links**
- Current Funding Opportunities
- Finding Fellowships
- Conference and Travel Grants
- Grant News
- Research@UNSW

To subscribe to Grant News email grantsnews@unsw.edu.au - please include your email address in the body of the message.
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